
Metuchen Soccer Club
Recreation Program for Pre Kindergarten.

Weeks 1-10

Fall 2021



Season Coaching Structure (Weekly Theme)
Week 1: Dribbling (Cars)

Week 2: Dribbling (Outer Space)

Week 3: Passing (Pirates)

Week 4: Shooting (Super Heroes)

Week 5: Turning (Dinosaurs)

Week 6: Dribbling (City Adventure)

Week 7: Ball Control (The Time Machine)

Week 8: Dribbling (The Beach)

Week 9: Dribbling (Planets)

Week 10: Scrimmage Series (Soccer Fun)

Session Structure (Minutes)
Organize and Warm Up (8): 9:00 AM - 9:08 AM / 10:30 AM - 10:38 AM

Skill Building 1 (14): 9:09 AM - 9:23 AM / 10:39 AM - 10:53 AM

Skill Building 2 (14): 9:24 AM - 9:38 AM / 10:54 AM - 11:08 AM

Skill Building 3 (14): 9:39 AM - 9:53 AM / 11:09 AM - 11:23 AM

The Big Game (24): 9:54 AM - 10:15 AM / 11:24 AM - 11:45 AM
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 Run around the track 
 Keep your eyes open
 Soft touches on the 
ball 
 Arms out for balance
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away! 

 Soft touches on the 
ball 
 Keep the ball close to 
your body
 Stay in the area
 Keep your head up
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away! 

 

 Soft touches on the 
ball 
 Keep your head up to 
avoid collisions 
 Big kick into the goal 
(car park)
 Soft touches on the 
ball 
 Keep your head up

 Arms out for balance
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away! 
 Big kick into the goal 
(finish line)

 Work on the 
windscreen wipers 
(scissors move) and 
turn (drag back) to 
gain extra points 

INTRO: CHEER

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B
SKILL BUILDING:
THE FAST LANE
Children (drivers) now visit a new track as they have all qualified. Coach 
now says more commands windscreen wipers – scissors move, turn – 
drag back, tire change – tick tocks, fill up gas – toe taps. When coach 
says switch lanes the children (drivers) move into the fast lane (center 
circle). Children (drivers) must now use all the moves taught without 
being prompted. Children (drivers) can also use their horns “beep, beep” 
to let the other children (drivers) know they are coming.  

TRAFFIC JAM
Children (drivers) are in groups and need to be directed by the coach 
(traffic officer) as there is a traffic jam on the highway therefore the 
drivers must be directed to the coned off area (street). When children get 
to the street they score a goal (park the car). Progression: coach (traffic 
officer) includes all the commands from before: Red light – Stop, Yellow 
light – Slow down, Green light – Go, windscreen wipers – scissors move, 
turn – drag back, tire change – tick tocks, fill up gas – toe taps.                                                                                   

SPEED RACER
Coach yells “children (drivers) start your engines (5 rolls on top of the 
ball. Children (drivers) must travel to the finish line without hitting any 
of the cones (speed bumps) if they do then they must complete 3 tick 
tocks to change tires. When get to the goal (finish line) put it in the net  
Progression: must stop for gas at the cones (speed bump) and put 
your windscreen wipers (scissors move) on at 3 different cones (speed 
bumps) before you can get to the goal (finish line). 

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 3V3 TO BOTH GOALS
(single directional)

Come up with racing car team names. Children can score by putting on 
their windscreen wipers (scissors move), turn (drag back) or dribbling 
into the goals.

RECAP: SONG

WARM UP: THE RACE TRACK
Children (drivers) run around the “Race track” one at a time to get pole 
position. Now the children (drivers) run together looking out for coaches 
commands: Red light – Stop, Yellow light – Slow down, Green light - Go 
Progression: Add a soccer ball (cars) for every child (driver) with same 
commands: 

Develop understanding of dribbling skills using different car speeds.
Lesson Plan Week 1 - Cars/Dribbling
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RECAP: SONG

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

 Walk super slow 
 Move into space
 Keep your eyes open
 Soft touches on the 
ball (rocket ship)
 Arms out for balance
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away! 

 Soft touches on the 
ball 
 Keep the ball close to 
your body
 Stay in the area
 Keep your head up
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away!  

 Soft touches on the 
ball 
 Keep your head up to 
avoid collisions 
 Quick change of speed 
to go through the 
space gates

 

 Soft touches on the 
ball 
 Keep your head up 
avoid the coach (alien)  
 Arms out for balance
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away! 

 Big kick into the goal
 Work on forward rolls, 
rollovers left and right, 
backward rolls to gain 
extra points 

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 3V3 TO GOALS
(single directional)

Come up with outer-space team names. Children can score by doing 
forward rolls, rollovers left and right, backward rolls or dribbling into the 
goals

SKILL BUILDING:
SPACE METEOR
Children (astronauts) have now entered a meteor shower. Coach kicks 
the mini soccer balls (meteor) at the children’s (astronauts) soccer balls 
(rocket ship). Children must use the moves the coach (commander) 
taught them in order to avoid the mini soccer balls (meteors).  If the 
soccer ball (rocket) gets hit by the meteor, then they must go back to 
goal (earth) and be given a high five for repair, the astronaut can then 
come back into the galaxy. 

SPACE GATES
Children (astronauts) travel through space, on coaches (commanders) 
commands  fly slow-forward rolls, fly fast-dribble, turn-rollover and 
move backwards-backward rolls when the coach says “space gates” the 
children (astronauts) must dribble through the tall cones (space gates) 
really fast. 

STARDuST: 
Children (astronauts) have been sent on a mission to collect the flat 
cones (stardust) from the galaxy to return to goal (earth). However, the 
coach (alien) is the flat cones stardust protector and will try to stop the 
children (astronauts) from taking them back to earth, children must travel 
through one tall cone (space gate) before they can collect a flat cone 
(stardust). If the coach takes the children’s soccer ball then they become 
an alien. Keep playing until all the astronauts have been turned into 
aliens or the flat cones (stardust) have been taken back to earth.

WARM UP: SPACE TRAVEL 
Children (astronauts) move through the galaxy very slowly in their space 
suits. On coaches (commander) command move in different speeds 
and directions. Walk, Run, Sideways, and backwards. Progression: 
children (astronauts) go to their soccer balls (rocket ships) and squeeze 
soccer ball in between feet (blast off) to travel around the galaxy. Fly 
slow-forward rolls, fly fast-dribble, turn-rollover and move backwards-
backward rolls.

Develop understanding of dribbling skills with space objects in the way.
Lesson Plan Week 2 - Outer Space/Dribbling
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RECAP: SONG

 Run around the track 
 Keep your eyes open
 Run into space
 Soft touches on the ball 
 Keep your head up

 Soft touches on the ball 
 Keep your head up to 
see tall cones (target)
 Arms out for balance
 Non kicking foot next to 
the ball

 Use inside of your foot 
to hit tall cones (target)
 Use the bottom of your 
foot to stop the ball
 Use inside of your foot 
to clean the Island and 
hit the other teams tall 
cones (ship)

 Non kicking foot next 
to the ball pivot when 
you turn 
 Use the outside of your 
kicking foot to dig out 
the soccer ball 
 Use inside of your foot 
to pass to your partner

 Keep your head up to 
see teammates

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 3V3 TO GOALS
(single directional)

Come up with pirate team names. Children need to complete 2 passes 
before they can score. Extra point if you complete an outside hook and 
then pass the ball.

SKILL BUILDING:
CANNON BALL RuN
Children (pirates) attempt to pass the ball (cannon balls) at the tall cones 
(targets). To prepare to hit the tall cones (target) the cannon must be not 
moving – foot on top, then hit the target using inside of the foot.  Once 
you have hit your target move onto the next one.   

CLEAN uP yOuR ISLAND
Children (pirates) are in 2 teams and must stay in their own half. The 
coach (captain) wants the Island cleaned to find the long lost flat cones 
(treasure). The team with the least number of soccer balls in their half 
after 1mins gets a cone (gold coin) play 4 times. Progression: Protect 
Your Ship Same game now you must try to knock down the other teams 
tall cones (ship). Children use the inside of the foot to hit the tall cones 
(ship).

CAPTuRE THE GOLD 
Children (pirates) are in 2 teams and run out to collect the soccer balls 
(gold) in the middle of the island the gold is buried. Therefore, the 
children (pirates) must do an outside hook to dig out the soccer ball 
(gold). When the children (pirates) get to the spots (ship) they must pass 
the soccer ball (gold) to their partner before the next child (pirate) can 
go.    

WARM UP: wELCOME TO THE “PIRATE SHIP”
Children (pirates) move the around the deck, walk, run, sideways and 
backwards. A pirates’ work is never done. Therefore, the pirates have 
been asked to prepare the ship for voyage. On coaches (captains) 
command the pirates must take the soccer ball (scrubbing brushes) and 
do 3 toe taps (place them) in the spots (buckets) “scrub the deck” the 
children (pirates) dribble the soccer balls roll the ball back and forth. 
When coach (captain) says put up the sail tick tocks moving forward. Put 
down the sail, tick-tocks backwards. 

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

Develop understanding of passing skills to defend and protect treasure.
Lesson Plan Week 3 - Pirates/Passing
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RECAP: SONG

 Run into space
 Keep eyes open
 Head up
 Focus on kicking 
technique
 Arms out for balance

 Place non kicking foot 
next to the ball
 Head down
 Toe down heel up
 Lock ankle 
 Kick with laces

 Look for the open 
space
 Follow through in the 
direction of the target

 Arms out for balance
 Head down
 Place non kicking foot 
next to the ball
 Toe down heel up
 Lock ankle 
 Kick with laces

 Try and use the “fake 
shot” to out smart the 
other team and get 
extra points

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 3V3 TO GOALS
(single directional)

Come up with super hero team names. Children can only score goals 
from outside the zone using the correct technique. Children get 2 goals 
for doing a “fake shot” and then scoring 

SKILL BUILDING:
wEB SuPER HEROES
Children (super heroes) dribbling using laces (swing) to the gated cones 
(buildings) making sure the city is safe. To move through the gated cones 
(buildings) the children must kick their soccer balls (web) through the 
gates (buildings) and then chase their ball. Now visit 10 gates (buildings). 
How many gates (buildings) can you visit in a 1min? Progression: 
Coach (Green coach) tries to block the gates to stop the children (super 
heroes) putting the soccer ball through.

BAT SuPER HEROES
Children (super heroes) are split into 2 teams and must stay in their own 
half.  The children (super heroes) trying to knock down the coaches 
(Mr. Penguin) tall cones (machine). The coach (Mr. Penguin) stops the 
children (super heroes) move around like a penguin and kicking the ball 
away. Children use “fake shot” - pretend to shoot to fake out the Coach 
(Mr. Penguin) 

THE BIG GREEN GIANT 
Children ( Big Green Giant) are split into 2 teams and can only put the 
ball into their own net. The children need to clean up the streets after the 
coach (octo-coach) had caused a mess - coach should have 8 pinnies 
tucked into their pants Children (Big Green Giant) must kick the ball 
into the net but can’t cross the line. Once all the soccer balls have been 
cleaned up they must now try and defeat the coach (octo-coach) by 
kicking the ball at the coach (octo-coach) Every time the coach get hit 
they loses a pinnie (arm).

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: SPACE TRAVEL 
Children (astronauts) move through the galaxy very slowly in their space 
suits. On coaches (commander) command move in different speeds 
and directions. Walk, Run, Sideways, and backwards. Progression: 
children (astronauts) go to their soccer balls (rocket ships) and squeeze 
soccer ball in between feet (blast off) to travel around the galaxy. Fly 
slow-forward rolls, fly fast-dribble, turn-rollover and move backwards-
backward rolls.

Imitate different super heroes and develop shooting skills.
Lesson Plan Week 4 - Super Heroes/Shooting
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RECAP: SONG

 Keep your eyes open
 Keep your head up
 Soft touches on the ball 
(egg) 
 Arms out for balance
 Keep the ball (egg) close 
to your body
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away! 

 Soft touches on the ball 
(egg) 
 Non kicking foot next to 
the ball
 Use a turn and then 
move away fast in order 
to change different 
direction  

 Keep your eyes open
 Keep your head up
 Keep the ball (egg) close 
to your body
 Arms out for balance
 Non kicking foot next to 
the ball
 Use a turn and then 
move away fast in order 
to change different 
direction  

 Soft touches on the ball 
(egg) 
 Arms out for balance
 Non kicking foot next to 
the ball

 Use a turn and then 
move away fast in order 
to change different 
direction

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 3V3 TO GOALS
(single directional)

Come up with dinosaurs team names. Children can score by completing 
a turn or scoring a goal.

SKILL BUILDING:
DON’T wAKE THE DINOS
Children (dinosaurs) travel around Dinosaur Island with their squishy 
balls (mini eggs). The tall cones (dinosaurs) are sleeping so you must 
be quite and careful not to wake them. Children (dinosaurs) lay the tall 
cones (dinosaurs) down with their foot and put the squishy balls (mini 
eggs) inside the cone (dinosaurs) then stand them up. Progression: 
Now the children (dinosaurs) travel the Island with the soccer ball and 
complete the four different turns to avoid the cones (dinosaurs).

THE DINO CATCHER  
Children (dinosaurs) need to get their soccer balls (eggs) back from the 
coach (T-Rex) who has all the soccer balls (eggs) in middle of the island. 
Once they get to the soccer balls (eggs) they must do a turn in order to 
get it back to the goal (nest). Children need to make sure they do not 
get to close to the coach (T-Rex) because if they get captured then they  
become a T-Rex also. The T-Rex’s can not leave their area.                               

                                              

DINO EGG HuNT
Children (dinosaurs) are in 2 teams and need to travel across Island and 
avoid the tall cones (trees) when they get to the other teams goal (nest) 
they must complete a turn with the soccer ball (egg) then travel back to 
their goal (nest) avoiding the tall cones (tress). The coach calls out what 
turn to do next. Drag back, drag back sweep, Cruyff, outside hook.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: wELCOME TO DINOSAuR ISLAND
Children (dinosaurs) move around the different parts of the Island 
moving like dinosaurs, walk, run, sideways and backwards. On coaches 
(T-Rex) command the children must run to the different Islands 1) T-Rex 
2) Pterodactyl 3) Triceratops 4) Stegosaurus. Once they arrive at the 
different Islands they must complete moves without the ball (eggs) 1) 
Drag back 2) Drag back sweep 3) Cruyff 4) outside hook. Progression: 
now include the soccer ball (egg).

Develop turn skills in order to change different directions.
Lesson Plan Week 5 - Dinosaurs/Turning 
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RECAP: SONG

 Run around the track 
 Keep your eyes open
 Soft touches on the ball 
 Arms out for balance
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away! 

 Keep the ball close to 
your body
 Soft touches on the ball 
 Drop shoulder from one 
side to the next “faint” 
 Keep your head up
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away! 

 Soft touches on the ball 
 Drop shoulder from one 
side to the next “faint” 

 Dribble away from the 
tagger
 Keep your head up at all 
Times
 Drop shoulder from one 
side to the next “faint” 
 Kick it into space and 
then run around

 Soft touches on the ball 
 Dribble into space  
 Drop shoulder from one 
side to the next “faint” 
 Kick it into space and 
then run around

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 3V3 TO GOALS
(single directional)

Come up with city street team names. Children can score by dropping 
their shoulder “faint” to get passed a player, kicking to the side of the 
player and running around to collect the ball or by just scoring on the 
goals 

SKILL BUILDING:
STREET wALKING
Children travel around with their soccer ball (friend) and need to wake 
the tall cones (people) in the city up. Once the children have woken 
up all the tall cones (people) they must drop their shoulder in order 
to avoid the tall cones (people) in the streets. Out of nowhere a black 
cloud covers the city. Therefore, the children need to provide flat cones 
(umbrellas) for the people of the city. They do this by traveling over to 
the flat cones (umbrellas) with their soccer ball (friend) and placing a flat 
cone on top. How many tall cones (people) can you.

uNDER THE BRIDGE & THE STATuE VISIT
Children are split into 2 teams. One team on one side by the goal (bridge 
path) and the other team by the other goal(bridge path). Children must 
take their soccer ball (friend) under the goal (bridge) by playing a pass 
through the goal(bridge) and then running around to collect the soccer 
ball (friend) before they run into the crowds of tall cones (people). 
Children then travel through the crowds of tall cones (people) and drop 
their should to avoid crashing into the tall cones (people). When they get 
to the tall cone upside down (statue) they take a picture using flat cone. 
Then put the soccer ball (friend) in the goal (bridge path) get a new friend 
and repeat the other way                                                                        

STATuE TAG
Coach calls out a statue of the city they have visited and then shows 
everyone the pose. Coach then selects a child to be the tagger the child 
with the flat cone. If the person soccer ball is tagged or forced out of the 
grid then they become a statue. The only way they can be freed is when 
someone gives them a high five. Play for 1-2 minutes then switch roles. 
So everyone has a turn.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: THE TRAIN RIDE
Children have gone to visit major city (your choice). First stop is to go 
on the train, move around the flat cones (tracks). On coaches command 
walk (local) Run (express) zig-zag (switch tracks) Progression: now 
include the soccer ball (passengers) when the zig-zag (switch tracks) 
with the ball the children must drop their shoulder from one side to the 
next “faint”

Develop dribbling skills and learn when to change direction.
Lesson Plan Week 6 - City Adventure/Dribbling 
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RECAP: SONG

 eyes open so robots 
don’t crash
 soft touches
 dribble into space

 use the sole of the foot 
to role the soccer ball
 keep the ball close to 
the body
 keep your head up
 soft touches on the ball

 keep ball close with soft 
touches
 low throws to trap on 
the knee
 keep head up to avoid 
other camels

 little quick jumps
 keep ball close

 keep eye on the ball 
when coach throws in 
the air

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 3V3 TO GOALS
(multi-directional) 
Come up with team names 
Regular game. When ball goes out of play coach call out a players name 
and throws it up in the air for the player to control with his knee    

SKILL BUILDING:
STONE AGE
Children now travel back in time into the prehistoric period. Children 
need collect the tall cones (clubs) before rolling the mini soccer ball 
(heavy stones) into the caves (goals). Children use bottom of foot to roll 
mini soccer balls (heavy stones). When they place the mini soccer balls 
(heavy stones) into the caves they also put the tall cones (clubs) into the 
cave (goal). Repeat.

ANCIENT EGyPT
Children now travel forward into the Ancient Egyptian times Coach 
(mummy place pinnies over head and arms for added effect) has woken 
up from his goal (tomb) the children(voyagers) travel with their soccer 
ball (camel) to collect the tall cones (pyramids). If the child (voyagers) get 
tagged by the coach (mummy) they must throw their soccer ball in the 
air and control it with their knee in order to get back on the soccer ball 
(camel). When the children get to the tall cones (pyramids) they then try 
to take them back to the goals (time machine). Keep playing until all tall 
cones have gone (pyramids). 

MEDIEVAL TIMES
Children now travel forward into medieval times, children (knights) are 
split into 2 teams. Children (knights) travel on their soccer balls (horse) 
through the forest to in search of the other teams pinnies (gold) before 
they can take the pinnie (gold) they must jump over 3 tall cones (closed 
draw bridge) with their soccer ball (horse). Progression: Draw bridge is 
now open – tall cones standing up children (knights) must now dribble 
around 3 tall cones (open draw bridge) before taking the pinnies (gold)

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: FuTuRE 
Children start off in the goals (time machine). First stop is the future. 
Children (robots) walk, high knees and run when they get to the flat 
cones they run around and go in the other direction. Repeat 2-3 times. 
Progression: Now include the soccer ball (magnet) when coach calls 
out a body part, children (robots) put their body part on the soccer ball 
(magnet)

Develop close ball control with all parts of the body.
Lesson Plan Week 7 - The Time Machine/Ball Control  
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RECAP: SONG

 Run around the Island
 Keep your eyes open
 Big jumps over the flat 
cones (shells)
 Soft touches on the ball 
 Arms out for balance
 Step on the ball to 
prevent it from moving 
away! 

 Keep your head up
 Keep the ball close to 
your feet
 Soft touches on the ball 
 Change of speed and 
direction
 Dribble into space

 Use the stop and go 
move to get passed a 
crab
 Use the leap move to 
get passed a crab 
 Keep your head up

 Keep the ball close to 
your feet
 Soft touches on the ball 
 Change of speed and 
direction
 Dribble into space

 Use the stop and go 
move to get passed a 
player
 Use the leap move to 
get passed a player 

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 3V3 TO GOALS
Children can score by leaping over a players foot with the ball and using 
the stop and go move or by just scoring on the goals

SKILL BUILDING:
COCONuT ISLAND
Coach spreads the tall cones (palms trees) all over the island Children 
(dudes and dudettes) move around the island dribbling their mini soccer 
ball (coconuts) collecting the tall cones (palms trees) and placing them 
upside down inside the flat cones (soil). Once the tall cone (palms tree) 
is in place, put the mini soccer ball (coconut) inside the tall cone. When 
finished collect the soccer balls (beach balls) and travel through the 
Island using the stop and go move every time they approach a tall cone 
(palm tree) when they get to the end of the island they then must kick the 
ball in the goal (sea). Repeat until all soccer ball (beach balls) are gone. 

CRAB SOCCER ISLAND
Soccer balls (fish) have been washed up on the island and the children 
(dudes and dudettes) need to get them back in the goal (sea) the only 
problem they have is the coach (crab) is trying to stop them. Coach 
positions themselves in a crab position. Children (dudes and dudets) 
then try to dribble their soccer ball (fish) passed the crab using the stop 
and go move and the leap to avoid the coach (crab) if a child is caught 
then they become a crab too. When the soccer balls (fish) get to the 
goal (sea) they must be put back in the there. Soccer balls (fish) then get 
washed up again. Keep playing until all the soccer balls (fish) have been 
caught. 

SAVE THE FISH
The soccer ball (fish) are swimming around the diamond shape goals 
(Island). Team 1 (crabs) try and collect soccer ball (fish) from team 2 by 
going into the sea. if the soccer ball (fish) is caught then the children 
team 1 (crab) must take the soccer ball back to the island before team 
2 stops them. If the team 1 is successful then team 2 collects another 
soccer ball (fish) from the coach. Keep playing until all the soccer balls 
(fish) are gone then switch roles.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

WARM UP: wELCOME TO SOCCER ISLAND
Children (dudes and dudettes) move around “soccer Island” walk, run, 
sideways (surfboard) backwards and jump over the flat cones (shells) 
Progression: now include the soccer ball (beach ball) when approaching 
the flat cones (shells) squeeze feet together with soccer ball (beach ball) 
in between and jump over the flat cone (shells).

Develop dribbling skills with close control when having your head up.
Lesson Plan Week 8 - The Beach/Dribbling
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STAGE 4  Older 4–5 year olds

NAME

LOCATION

EQUIPMENT NUMBER

NOTES

CONES (s) CONES (t) PINNIESGOALS BALLS OTHER

DATE MM/DD/YY

ACTIVITY DIAGRAMS COACHING POINTS

© Super Soccer Stars. Any copy, duplication, or distribution of this material is strictly prohibited and in violation of the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, as amended, 17 
U.S.C. § 101 et seq. Replication or dissemination of the contents of this Manual in any form is illegal and could result in severe penalties.

RECAP: SONG

 arms out for balance
 high knees to keep 
feet off the ground on 
Mercury
 wide stance to sway 
back and forth in the 
wind
 tick tocks with the 
inside of both feet

 tick tocks and double-
scissors
 use sole of foot to keep 
soccer ball from getting 
away!
 arms out for balance

 balance and spin on the 
plant foot to get away 
from the double headed 
alien
 use the inside of foot to 
turn rocket ship
 keep head up to avoid 
running into the double 
headed alien

 keep head up to see 
where rocket is headed
 keep ball close with soft 
touches
 hurry back to tag next 
astronaut

 use sole of foot to 
begin V-move
 keep arms out during 
double-scissor for 
balance

SOCCER SCRIMMAGE: 3V3 TO GOALS
Children can score by completing the V-move, a double scissors with 
the ball or by just scoring on the goals

SKILL BUILDING:
METEOR DODGER 
Children (astronauts) flying with their soccer balls (rockets) and they 
are trying to travel from one goal (planet) to the other. However, the flat 
cones (small meteors) are in the way children (astronauts) need to avoid 
the flat cones (small meteors) by completing the moves taught on planet 
Venus and Saturn. Coach then kicks the soccer ball (meteor showers).

SATELLITE DROP
Children (astronauts) need to collect and drop off the tall cones and 
flat cones (satellites) on the planets. The coach and child hold a pinnie 
together (double-headed alien) try to stop them by kicking their soccer 
ball (rocket ship) away. The children (astronauts) can not land on the 
planets without their soccer ball (rocket ship)

SATELLITE RACE
Children (astronauts) are split into teams and need to set up a satellite. 
1 child at a time takes 1 item at a time can go into the galaxy with their 
soccer ball (rocket). Once item has been put in the galaxy the astronauts 
report back to the goal (base) tag your teammate then the next person 
goes. Repeat until all satellites have been built.

STRETCHES: STATIC - APPENDIX B

INTRO: SONG

WARM UP: PLANET VISITS
Children (astronauts) take off in there space and travel through the solar 
system visiting different planets on coaches command run to (1 Mercury 
– is the closet to the sun the planet is very hot children (astronauts) 
need to do knees to keep their feet off the ground 2) Venus – is the 
brightest planet children (astronauts) need to put their sun glasses on 
and complete a v-move 3) Mars – has strong winds and is the 4th planet 
from the sun children (astronauts) move side to side completing tick-
tocks 4) Saturn – has rings around it the children (astronauts) complete a 
double scissors. Progression: Now include the soccer ball. 

Develop dribbling skills with close control when having your head up.
Lesson Plan Week 9 - Planets/Dribbling 
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Final Week of Recreation: Scrimmage Series

5:00 - 5:05 (5): Stretching and Warmups

5:06 - 5:13 (8): Numbers

5:14 - 5:15 (2): Water Break

5:16 - 5:24 (8): Dynamic Numbers

5:25 - 5:26 (2): Water Break

5:27 - 5:29 (3): Focus on Passing during Play

5:30 - 5:34 (5): Work on Skill of the Week - Ball Control and Passing

5:35 - 5:50 (15): Scrimmage

Numbers: Split kids into two even teams and line them up on opposite ends of the field next to

the goals (can be spread out). Kids are each given a number 1, 2, 3, etc… (try to make these

numbers even with the other team so 1 and 1 are matched up evenly). Numbers are given to

every player on both teams, one ball is placed in front of each goal. The ball closest to each

team is their ball and they are trying to score on the opposite net. When everyone is set up, the

coach says “Ready, Set, 1” and both 1’s are trying to score before the other player scores, you

cannot block the other team, no defense at all for these rounds. Once a goal is scored all

players and balls are returned to their original spot and the coach calls the next group.

Dynamic Numbers: Same as normal numbers but this time the coach is going to call out 2

numbers “Ready, Set, 1, 2”. First number is offense and the second number is defense. It will

look like a 1v1 game at each end. First team to score a goal wins that round. Coaches can call

more numbers to help score on offense at their discretion.

Scrimmage: Coaches have freedom to run this game however can be most effective to help the

athletes grow.


